
Lifecycles

Getting into activities

Activity A

All animals, including humans, have offspring (babies). A baby cat is called a?….kitten. Kittens 
grow up into?...cats. Gather examples from the class of any other known adult/offspring pairs (dog 
- puppy, chicken - chick, pig - piglet, sheep - lamb). Use the speaking frame: ‘A baby ___ is called 
a ____. _____ grow up into ____.’ Write them on the board, or find pictures of them online, as you 
are talking about them.

Activity B

All babies grow into adults and then they have babies of their own. This is called a lifecycle. 
Display the ‘Lifecycles’ visual – see final page of this document – for the class to see (but covering 
the ladybird and frog lifecycles, leaving only the goose lifecycle visible). This is a goose (point 
to the adult goose in the lifecycle). The goose lays eggs (point to the eggs). When an egg is 
ready, it hatches and out comes a gosling (point to the gosling). Gosling is the name for a baby 
goose. Then that gosling grows into an adult goose (point to the picture of the goose again). 
What happens next? Continue moving around the lifecycle until you feel confident that learners 
understand how the cycle works. Now uncover the ladybird lifecycle. Point to each stage and 
say the name out to the class (eggs, larva, pupa, ladybird). Give the class a minute to observe 
it, process it and understand it independently, then ask them to explain it to a partner. You can 
use the following speaking frame to support learners: This is a (ladybird). The (ladybird) lays 
eggs. When an egg is ready, it hatches and out comes a (larva). Then that (larva) changes into 
a (pupa). The pupa grows into a  (ladybird). That  (ladybird) then lays (eggs). Actively using this 
new vocabulary will support learners to get the most out their visit to WWT.

Curriculum Links
England

      Science: Notice that animals, including humans, have offspring which grow into adults

Wales

      Knowledge and Understanding of the World: Myself and other living things

Northern Ireland

     The world around us: Ways in which change occurs in the natural world

AGES

5-7



Activity C

Provide each learner with one of the lifecycles from the ‘Lifecycles’ visual. Ask them to cut out each 
picture, place the different stages of life in order on a plain piece of paper, stick it down and draw 
the arrows showing the direction of growth. 

Less time? 

Just do Activity B

Have a whole afternoon?

Extend Activity C by asking learners to label each stage e.g. eggs, gosling, pupa, frogspawn.

Go outside

Cut out the lifecycles from the ‘Lifecycles’ visual so you have the lifecycle of a frog, ladybird and 
goose on 3 separate pieces of paper. Go outside and peg them up in 3 different areas. Give clues 
e.g. this lifecycle has eggs in it, this lifecycle has four stages, this animal changes from a larva to 
a pupa. It’s a…..ladybird! As soon as learners think they know which lifecycle the clues are about, 
they can run to the pegged picture of it.
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